
  

„I thought of that while riding my bicycle“ 
- Albert Einstein on his theory of relativity 



  

Ecotopia Biketour online info points:      

Twitter:  www.twitter.com/biketour - to be updated regularly during the tour
Website: www.ecotopiabiketour.net - lots of info pages, twitter feed, public interface
Wiki: http://btwiki.ecobytes.net - place to help organise biketour, stuff from past tours
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ecotopia.biketour - not looked after as best it could be
Email: info@ecotopiabiketour.net – answered by the year's organisers &volunteers

If you are involved in an accident, the adrenalin often prevents rational 
thinking. Remember to:

● Take details of witnesses
● Take details of driver and vehicle  
● Report any accident resulting in injury to the police (it can be 

illegal not  to) and tell others on the Biketour
● Take time to check yourself & your bike for damage – it may 

not be immediately apparent.

0  zero 16 sedici 
1  uno 17 diciassette 
2  due 18 diciotto 
3  tre 19 diciannove 
4  quattro 20 venti 
5  cinque 21 ventuno 
6  sei 22 ventidue 
7  sette 30 trenta 
8  otto 40 quaranta 
9  nove 50 cinquanta 
10 dieci 60 sessanta 
11 undici 70 settanta 
12 dodici 80 ottanta 
13 tredici 90 novanta 
14 quattordici 100 cento 
15 quindici 1000 mille 

Is this the road to (Milan)? Questa strada porta a (Milano)? 
Can you show me (on the map)? Può mostrarmi (sulla mappa)? 
I’m lost. Mi sono perso/persa (male/female)

Where is...?  Dov’è...?
a bakery               un panificio?
a vegetable market     mini market/ mercato ortofrutticolo?
an organic shop        un negozio che vende prodotti biologic?
a farm                            una fattoria?
a squat                          un centro sociale?
a hospital                       l'ospedale?
a pharmacy                     una farmacia
a bank la banca
a bike repair shop            un officina per biciclette

Where’s the local Internet café?    Dove si trova l’Internet point? 
Where’s the nearest public phone?  Dov’è il telefono pubblico più vicino? 

I’d like to buy a phonecard.    Vorrei comprare una scheda telefonica. 
I have to use the telephone.   Devo fare una telefonata. 

Bicycle – La bicicletta

My bike has broken      la mia bicicletta si è rotta
light luce gears     cambio
wheel ruota spoke raggio
brakes freno cable cavo 
tyre pneumatico pedal pedale
inner tube camera d'aria 
lock serratura /lucchetto
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Emergency / Ambulance:

Helene's number: 0039 3883446978

Seb's number: 0039 38 99 83 72 81

Valentina's number: 0039 340 30 76 148

Put 039 to use it from an international number. Contacts for some 
of our hosts are also in the route section on the relevant dates.

  
Signs 

Entrata/Uscita Entrance/Exit 
Informazioni Information 
Stazione di Polizia Police Station 
Proibito Prohibited 
Gabinetti Toilets 
Donne Women 
Uomini Men 
Caldo/Freddo Hot/Cold 
Aperto Open
Chiuso Closed 

On the road - Sulla strada

            north     nord 

west                east
ovest             est

                  south     sud

http://btwiki.ecobytes.net/


  

Do you speak English? Parla inglese? 
Do you understand? Capisce?
I (don’t) understand. (Non) capisco. 

Help! Aiuto! 
Stop! Fermi! 
Go away! Vai via! 
Fire! Al fuoco! 
Watch out! Attenzione! 

Could you help me, please?
Mi può aiutare, per favore? 

Where are the toilets? 
Dove sono i gabinetti?

Monday lunedì 
Tuesday martedì 
Wednesday mercoledì 
Thursday giovedì 
Friday venerdì 
Saturday sabato 
Sunday domenica 
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Currency exchange rates:
(as on 27 July 2011)

1 € = 7.46 HKR (kuna)
1 € = 0.88 GBP (pounds)
1 € = 268 HUF (forint)
1 € = 4 PLN (zloty)
1 € = 2.43 TRY (lira)

ItaliAno
Up until the 19th century, Italy was a collection of autonomous states, rather than a 
nation-state. As a result, Italian has many regional dialects, including Sardinian 
and Sicilian. Some dialects are so different from standard italian as to be 
considered distinct languages in their own right. It wasn't until the 19th century that 
the Tuscan dialect – the language of Dante, Boccaccio and Petrarch – became the 
standard language of the nation, the official language of schools, media and 
administration. Standard italian is the variety that will take you from the top of the 
boot to the very toe.

 Introductions - Introduzione

 Good Morning Buongiorno 
Hi Ciao
Bye Ciao
Goodbye Arrivederci
Goodnight Buonanotte
See you later A più tardi

My name is... Mi chiamo ... 
Pleased to meet you Piacere 
Where are you from? Da dove viene? (polite)

Da dove vieni? (informal) 

I'm from... Vengo ... 
England   dall’Inghilterra 
France   dalla Francia
Poland   dalla Polonia
Germany   dalla Germania
Croatia   dalla Croazia
Hungary   dall' Ungheria

Yes / No Sì / No
Please. Per favore
Thank you (very much) Grazie (mille)
You’re welcome. Prego.
Excuse me Mi scusi (polite) 

Scusami (informal) 
Sorry Mi dispiace. 

How much is it? Quant’è? 
Can you write down the price? Può scrivere il prezzo? 
Can you lower the price? Può farmi lo sconto? 
How much is (a kilo of cheese)? Quanto costa (un chilo di formaggio)? 
Less / More Meno / Più
Enough . Basta.

This is a guidebook for the participants in the Ecotopia Biketour 2011 
Please read these  pages on your first day cycling with us

 Contents
Page 1 Emergency info, Biketour contacts
2 You are here: Contents, Currency rates
3 Welcome to the 21st Ecotopia Biketour 
3 4 - A short history...
5 6 - Previous Biketour routes
7 8 - Past experiences 
9 10 participation guidelines-
11-14 guide to concensus decision making
15 The Wheel
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17 19 - The Route 2011
20 Route Flyer
21 22 - Food glorious Food
23 First Aid Kit and Natural Remedies
24 Sunstroke
25 Cycling tips
26 Bike parts in English
27 Things to do  Food Clean up:
27 28 Things to do  Getting food- :
29 Things to do  Cooking food, Blogging:
30 Things to do  Morning, Circles,:  Clean up-
31 Things to do  Sign making, Trailers:
32 Things to do  Wake up call, Money : -
33 35 - Campfire recipes
36 Soaking and sprouting
37 38 - Italiano - English phrasebook



  

Welcome to the 21st Ecotopia Biketour!
If you are holding this guide book in your hands, you made the decision to be a 
part of the 21st Ecotopia Biketour. It´s hard to imagine that the Biketour-project 
has already been cycling for more than twenty years! Year after year the project 
has been pulled together by the effort of many, many volunteers without 
depending on any big organisation. A real do-it-yourself tour, filling the frame 
prepared by the volunteers initiating the project, with the aim to help meet 
everyone's needs by making consensus decisions. The Biketour caravan will 
appear again somewhere, every summer in Europe, as long as there are people 
who want to make it happen. You are the Biketour! 

We wish you all the best for this tour, a tailwind and sunshine, 
friendship and community, hilly and exhausting rides which 
make the dinner twice as delicious, games and camp fires and a 
lot of unexpected encounters!

A short history...
Once upon a time, like all good fairytales begin, there were some motivated young 
people and an organisation called EYFA (European Youth For(est) Action). They 
created an environmental activist camp called Ecotopia, which lasted several 
weeks during the summer of 1989 in Cologne, Germany. One of the main aims 
was for young people from both Eastern and Western Europe to have the 
opportunity to learn and have fun in an international group. A lot of effort was put 
into making everyone's participation as fair as possible. A new currency – the 'eco' 
– was developed especially for the camp, using rates calculated to take into 
account peoples different economic background. Another aim of the camp was for 
the general public to be made conscious of environmental problems and other 
issues in their local community, while maintaining a more global perspective. 

At this first Ecotopia, young people from all over Europe sat down to turn the 
dream of a Biketour through Europe into reality. The aims would be the same, and 
it would be a way of getting to Ecotopia too. Cycling was chosen as the mode of 
transportation because it is less ecological damaging than the bus tours EYFA had 
previously organised. 

The first Biketour started in May 1990 in Norway - 4000km and 2.5 months later, 
the group arrived at Ecotopia in Hungary. The political 
objective of the tour was a campaign for an environmentally 
responsible traffic policy, less consumption and to end 
destructive ways of tourism. More than 500 environmentalists 
from 15 countries cycled along, which worked without major 
problems or incidents. 
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Soaking & sprouting
Beans and grains are a time-honored way to get plenty 
of protein. Soaking and sprouting them greatly increases 
their quality and quantity, while reducing cooking times 
and therefore the fuel needed. 

In nature, when it rains the nut or seed gets enough moisture 
so it can germinate and produce a plant. Sprouting is the practice of germinating seeds 
to be eaten either raw or cooked. It unlocks vitamins, minerals and enzymes while 
converting starches to simple sugars: making them much easier to digest and increasing 
their overall nutritional value up to 10 fold!

How to sprout: soak seeds in fresh water from 20 minutes up to 12 hours (see below). 
Drain them & leave them in a container where they can grow and expand. Rinse 2-3 
times a day so mould doesn't grow on them. Sprouts are good to eat within a few days 
of sprouting because they begin to taste a bit bitter. Sprouting in and out of sunlight can 
make them different. Some sprouts cannot be eaten raw. Commonly sprouted seeds 
include (with their soaking time in brackets): *Pulses: alfalfa(12hrs), fenugrec(6hrs),

mung beans (8hr), pinto beans (12hrs), 
lentils(8hr),peas(8hr), chickpea (12hrs), 
soybeans (6hrs). Kidney beans (8hrs) 
must be cooked.
*Cereals: wheat (8hrs), maize/corn 
(12hrs), wild rice (12hrs), barley (hull-
less, 6hrs), rye (7hrs), kamut (7hrs), 
quinoa(3hr), millet(8hr),amaranth (4hr), 
buckwheat (6hrs). *Vegetable and herb 
seeds: broccoli(8hrs), cabbage (5hrs), 
onion(5hr), radish(6hr), watercress (5hr) 
mustard(8hrs), clover(5hrs).

The seeds also normally need to be whole: ie. with their hull and not split. Some edible 
seeds may be heat-treated, thus making them impossible to sprout... so don't be 
dissappointed if some seeds just won't do anything. Go and experiment!

Even just soaking seeds is very useful. The main reasons for soaking nuts and seeds is 
to bring them out of quiescence and to remove their digestive inhibitors (seeds have 
these to protect themselves until it has what it needs for growing...like plenty of water!). 
They will expand (sometimes by 3 times) so make sure to have them in a container with 
plenty of extra space and water. eg. Soak 3 cups of almonds for 8 hours & rinse = 
yummy, healthier 3.5 cups of almonds! Don't soak pine nuts, pistachios or macadamias.

Warning The most common foods to get food poisoning from: Meat, 
poultry, dairy, egg yolks, leftover cooked rice & raw sprouts. Commercially grown 
sprouts are associated with multiple outbreaks of harmful bacteria like salmonella or 
toxic forms of E coli- so be sure to use a clean container, clean water, don't leave them 
in the hot sun or sitting in water, allow some airflow and rinse your sprouts well!! :D



  

Both the organisers and participants 
were content and enthusiastic at the 
end. EYFA got the 1st prize of the 
“European Environmental Award” 
in Germany for the best youth 
initiative in 1990. Ecotopia became 
an annual event, and so did the 
Biketour. Its distance generally 
became shorter than the first one, 
but the aims stayed more or less the 
same. 

The Biketour continued to happen 
every summer for the couple of 
months before (and sometimes 
after) Ecotopia. So far the mobile 
community has collectively cycled 
through almost every country in 
Europe, but this is the first year it 
will go through Italy. You are 
making history by participating!

EYFA decided that the Ecotopia 
camp in Turkey in 2008 would 
be the last one they organised. Yet the Ecotopia Biketour had become such a 
project in its own right that it was still organised in 2009, through the network that 
had been built up, despite there no longer being an Ecotopia! After all, the 
Biketour is a journey not a destination.

A new Ecotopia?

In 2010, another group of people organised a camp in 
Germany they called „Ecotopia?“. This new event was 
discussed as one of many locations to be part of the 
2010 route. After much consideration we agreed on a 
route that included many activist camps and projects 
which fitted the topic and aims of our climate justice 
campaign. 

There is no Ecotopia? in 2011 but perhaps the 
gathering will become part of our biketour route in the 
future. Although a lot of people tend to refer to the 
project as simply „The Biketour“ we are still officially 
calling ourselves The Ecotopia Biketour. 
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The first Biketour arriving at Ecotopia (1990)

w
             Delcious, slimy pumpkin soup
              (for 4 people, please calculate)

1 onion
750 g pumpkin
750 g potatos
250 g carrots
2 cloves of garlic
a piece of ginger
200 ml of vegetable stock
½ teaspoon Curry
½ teaspoon Kurkuma
Salt and Pepper
½ teaspoon Garam Masala

Fry the onions, add quaters of potatoes, carrots and pumpkin and the vegetable 
stock. Boil for 10 mins, then add ginger and the spices. Another 10 min. later you 
can take it off the fire (if the vegetables are soft), try to purree it with what you 
can find. Additional sauce: mix two soup spoons of Tahini with five soup spoons 
of soy milk and strew some sunflowerseeds on top.

            Campfire Roast Potatoes

1kg small potatoes (washed)
Olive oil
2 tablespoons dried rosemary (you can also used thyme and oregano)
2 tablespoons garlic powder
2 tablespoons paprika
1 teaspoon black pepper, salt

In plenty of salted water, parboil the potatoes until a knife can be inserted easily 
(about 10 minutes once the water boils, depending on size). Drain, then toss the 
potatoes in enough oil to just coat them, then toss with the rosemary, garlic 
powder, paprika & about 1 1/2 teaspoons salt as well as the pepper. On a 
campfire grill, grill over direct heat, turning often, until browned & grill marked, 10 
- 15 minutes.

          Laura's Fruity Whole Oat Porridge (breakfast food)

Serves 4 – calculate! You can make quicker porridge by using rolled oats.
1 cup whole oat groats, soaked overnight in 5 cups water (organic if possible)
4 pieces of seasonal local fruit (eg pears, figs,apples), chopped, skin included
Handful of nuts (eg almonds,walnuts), chopped, about 4 nuts per person is good

       ½ teaspoon cinnamon powder or two cinnamon sticks
       Pinch of sea salt and add sugar to taste 

      In the morning, bring the oats to the boil, adding enough 
        extra water to stop them sticking to the pot. Add the 
         cinnamon and cook for 20mins. Add the other ingredients, 

    cook for another 5-10mins or until the oats are cooked through. 

6
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So where has the Ecotopia Biketour been?
1990 First Ecotopia-Biketour: From the UNSAID-festival in Bergen, Norway through 
Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Slovakia to Ecotopia at Bugac-puszta, Hungary 
– in total almost 4000 km!

1991 (Re)cycle around the Baltic Sea. From Scheveningen in the Netherlands to 
Ecotopia at Tudulinna, Estonia (more than 4000 km – even longer than the first!)

1992 Follow the Danube by bike to Ecotopia. From Freiburg Festival at Freiburg 
(Germany) to Ecotopia at Reselets in Bulgaria

1993 From Sittard in the Netherlands to Ecotopia at Chateau de Saint Barthelemy in 
the south of France, in the Pyrenees Mountains.

1994 From Tiszaföldvár in Hungary to Ecotopia at Ardeluta, Romania (approx. 900km)

1995 From Budapest in Hungary to Ecotopia at Wolimierz, Poland (more than 
1000km)

1996 From Sarospatak in Hungary to Ecotopia at Libkovice in Czech Republic

1998 Cycle Flight to Ecotopia: from Wroclaw in Poland to Ecotopia at Freiburg in 
Germany (approx. 1000 km)

1999 From Amsterdam in the Netherlands to Ecotopia at Bogda in Romania

2000 From Krakow in Poland through the Baltic states to Turku in Finland

2001 Balkan Unity Ride through Romania, Serbia, Macedonia to Ecotopia at 
Sinemorets in Bulgaria.

2002 Celtic Safari Biketour. Dover in England to Ecotopia at Lough Derg in Ireland

2003 From Warsaw in Poland to Kolomyia in Ukraine

2004 Bread & Water Tour. From Vienna, Austria through Czech Republic and Germany 
to Ecotopia at Gorinchem in the Netherlands

Bread & Water tour arriving at Ecotopia in Gorinchem, Netherlands 2004 

A

Some more recipes for the campfire
 
                 Pippa's vegan curry type stuff: 

you need: 
✔loads of onions 
✔loads of garlic 
✔loads of potatoes, diced 
✔loads of tomatoes, cut up quite small 
✔loads of rice or something to serve the curry with 
✔loads of spinach or other green leafy vegetable 
✔(cut as small as you can be bothered to make it)
✔coriander and cumin (maybe not so easy to get in eastern european villages, but in 
bigger places it shouldn't be so hard - you need Indian cumin not european cumin) 
✔chilli pepper 
✔ginger (plenty) 
✔other curry spices you can find such as garam masala, cardamom, mustard seeds 
✔salt 

- boil the potatoes separately otherwise they will never cook. 
- cook the rice if you are going to have some 
- fry the onions and garlic then when they are
 done, add the spices and stir it around so 
that the spices are also a bit fried (but be 
careful not to obliterate them completely). 
-add the tomatoes, spinach and cooked 
potatoes and cook together for a few 
minutes, until the tomatoes have 
turned into a sauce and the 
spinach is cooked. et voila!

    Chocolate
     Bananas

 (dessert, anyone?) 

✔1 banana per person
✔Some dark chocolate, broken 
up into bits

-Cut a big slit up the entire length 
of each banana
-Press chocolate bits into the cuts
-Wrap each banana in a layer of tinfoil 
-Put them in the fire/coals for about 10 minutes.

Result: nice soft banana with delicious chocolate sauce!!!

o
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Biketour 2008 crammed onto a ferry 

2005 From Banja Luka in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina to Ecotopia at 
Saharna nature reserve in Moldova

2006 From Miauliai in Lithuania via 
Ecotopia at Zajezová, Slovakia to 
World Carfree Day in Split, Croatia

2007 From Barcelona, Catalunya 
through Spain to Ecotopia in 
Aljezur, Portugal

2008 From Sofia, Bulgaria cycling 
east through Istanbul to Ecotopia in 
Sinop, Turkey

2009 „Feel the Heat“ tour starting in 
Belgrade, Serbia, through 
Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina to the 
Mnogo u Malom festival in Croatia. 
(approx. 2400km)

2010 Cycling for Climate Justice in 
England, Wales, France, Belgium, Netherlands to Cologne, Germany (more than 
2000km) – the 20th edition of the biketour

2011 Biketour's first cycle in Italy!

2012 …?

Biketour joining a critical mass against a coal mine expansion near Erkelenz, Germany 2010

8

Some Italian pasta recipes for the campfire
As you might expect, Italian supermarkets have isles dedicated to pasta. But 
there's more, and if you visit a city market like Florence's Mercato di Sant' Ambrogio 
you'll probably find a store selling Pasta Fresca, freshly made pasta, and may get to 
watch them making it too. 

One-pot linguini with raw sauce  Serves 4 – calculate!

   1. 500g fresh tomatoes, cored and finely chopped
   2. 1 tablespoon chopped basil, 1 tablespoon chopped parsley
   3. 2 garlic cloves, minced
   4. 2 teaspoons salt
   5. 1 small red chile, seeded and minced
   6. 1/3 cup extra-virgin olive oil
   7. 350g linguine pasta (or another kind)
   8. 3 baby zucchini, thinly sliced
   9. Handful of sprouted seeds, lentils or beans (if you've been sprouting them)
  10. ½ cup freshly grated Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese for serving
  11. ½ cup nutritional yeast flakes (instead of the cheese, for vegans!)

In a large pot of boiling salted water, cook the linguine until al dente (still firm)
Drain the pasta well. 
Add all the other ingredients to the pot and toss. 
Serve it & pass the cheese & yeast flakes around for people to add to their liking.

Penne alla Puttanesca (literally "whore's style spaghetti" in Italian) 
Serves 4

2 Tbs. extra-virgin olive oil
2 large cloves garlic, smashed and peeled
1 medium yellow onion, finely chopped
1 teaspoons finely grated orange zest (from half a medium orange)
1/2 teaspoons dried oregano
¼ teaspoons crushed red pepper flakes
½ cup dry white wine
One 28-oz. can whole tomatoes, coarsely chopped, juice reserved
1/3 cup pitted Kalamata olives, rinsed and quartered
2 tablespoons of capers, rinsed
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
8 oz. whole-grain penne pasta
½ cup grated Pecorino Romano, or another cheese, and yeast flakes as an option
½ cup chopped fresh flat-leaf parsley

Heat the oil and add the garlic, onion, orange zest, oregano, and pepper flakes and 
cook for 5-8 mins. Add the wine and simmer until it has almost evaporated. Stir in 
the tomatoes, olives, and capers. Bring to a boil & cook until the sauce has 
thickened, about 20 minutes. Season to taste with salt and pepper. Meanwhile, 
bring a large pot of salted water to boil. Add the penne, cook until al dente & drain. 
Pour the pasta into the sauce and toss. Serve & sprinkle on the parsley & cheese.

b
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past experiences
  from eli
Ecotopia Biketour is not your average holiday.  It is more a way of life.  It can be 
tough and it can be beautiful.  It is the highs and lows and highs again of team 
work, self sufficiency and making connections with other communities and 
cultures.  It is a community built on consensus and equality bringing a pro-active 
message of change that it is possible to do and go far with bicycle power only!   It 
is also a celebration of vegan cuisine!

In Turkey it was very hot as I am sure it will be in Italy this year.  To help with 
handling the heat the group decided to have a siesta in the afternoons.  This was a 
good time to sit under a tree, cook lunch and have our group meetings.  Group 
meetings can sometimes go on for a long time, be prepared it is a part of life on 
bike trip.  Although I sometimes struggled with the meetings I can appreciate their 
value.  Communication, compromise and problem solving is not a unique process 
to bike trip and it is not everyday that you get to do it with such a diverse group.

Hazelnuts were in abundance all over Turkey at the time.  I remember one meeting 
when someone brought a big bag of hazelnuts and we passed handfuls around the 
circle and continued meeting as we cracked our hazelnuts with rocks and then 
roasted them on the fire.  There was something relaxing  and bonding about doing 
this together as we talked.  There were so many times when a process like this 
brought us together.  Whether it be cooking together or playing a game we learned 
about ourselves and each other in a way that was unique to the bike tour.

From laura
After 6 months of organising the 
route, I was glad when it finally 
started and I was doing things with 
people face to face. There was a 
million things left to organise, but 
they would have to be done on the 
way. I said it was so good to be on 
my bike, with a map and a good 
sense of direction. Maybe I spoke 
too soon, because on  the  first  day,

everyone was already pushing their laden bicycles up 30% hills, joking how we’d 
organised a walking-tour, not a biketour. Even though the hills got easier, it 
definitely wasn’t what I expected. It turned out to be more than an alternative to 
conventional travelling: It was totally frustrating, exhausting, educational, 
inspiring and really changed how I think and act.

Wakeup call

I heard people saying: "ah, that is a nice task for me, that is 
easy!" A wake up call is a task that seems very easy.
Like every task, you could choose to get it over with fast as 
possible. In that case you would start to scream "WAKE UP!!"
at the appointed time for the wake up call and everybody will 
"hate" you, or at least your lack of creativity..

“Talking about creativity, I know people who are still loved today because of 
their wake up calls.  I recall one special magical morning, in Croatia, Pula, 
where we were on the EYFA winter meeting. Uli from Germany and Andre from 
Portugal were sitting stereo position beside me, softly producing rhythmic 
sounds with their voices, allowing me to slowly open my eyes. The gentile 
contrast between the sweet, warm woman’s voice on the left and the deep, 
soft, man’s voice on the right made the step from dreaming into the real world 
nicer than it has ever been. "Ahhh, that’s a nice way to wake up on a sunny 
morning, Thank you!" I told my lovely alarm clock and jumped out of my 
sleeping bag. Once standing I was really surprised to find that the sun was 
hiding behind a big pack of clouds. These two angels went from person to 
person and sang pure love into our ears until all eyes had finally opened.”

There is a lot of power you take into your hands by volunteering for the wake 
up call and I hope everybody will keep this in mind! You take the power of 
waking people up with a good or a bad mood! I am sure you can think about a 
thousand irritating ways to wake up. The challenge here lays in your ability to 
create a magical atmosphere in which people feel like they want to wake up.

Money manager

A very important point is, unfortunately, the costs! As biketour's aim is not to 
gain money, we do everything to keep them as low as possible. Our expenses 
are mainly for food (bought and cooked daily by ourselves), for hosting for 
sleeping places (sometimes that will be for free) and for other logistics.
Sometimes we might spend some money on actions etc. If it is possible we 
would like to try to save some money to give people who need it 
reimbursement for visa, or other things which the biketour think are important.
The money is managed by the Money manager. This is a task which is done by 
someone for a longer period, preferably more then a week.
The MM is responsible for the finances of the biketour. That means; making 
sure that enough people pay their participation fee – € 5 per day (equiv in local 
money) – and making sure that the people who go shopping know what they 
can spend. Preferably not all money is spend each day as sometimes we have 
to pay to sleep somewhere, or we might want to spend money on other
things. We also want to save a bit to finance the next biketour.
The money manager is also responsible for welcoming new people explaining 
the participants fee. We have a little bit of funding from groups and 
organisations which support the biketour. In morning circles we have to discuss 
how to spend it. Priorities are of course actions and visa.
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Exhausting: So many workshops, meetings, games and actions. We went 40-
80km on a cycling day, made signs on the roads to show the way, tried to update 
our website to let the world know what we were up to and dealt with whatever the 
weather threw at us. Everything was carried by bike and our two little trailers: 
sleeping accomodation (tents and sleeping bags), kitchen (pots and our self-made 
rocket-stove) and action factory (leaflets, banner-material, paint). So many 
activities happening and so much to organise throughout the biketour. For many 
people, the cycling was the easiest part! I reckon we were all glad to crawl into 
our sleeping bags each night.
Ever-changing: Everyday or so we had new surroundings, a completely different 
project or event was hosting us: we stayed with squats, farms, housing co-ops, 
social centres, action camps, festivals, wild camping… and even a church during a 
conference. People joined the community from a few days to a few weeks to a few 
months, so the group of people along with the landscape was always changing! 
Workshops and agreements often had to be repeated, different translations to 
happen, but it was all part of building the community.
Educational: From the first day we were learning things: how to build a rocket 
stove, how to fix a rocket stove when it breaks when you use it! Not to trust 
contour lines on maps or the distances on road signs or locals’ directions! That 
chalk-signs left for others are quick to fade, and that capitcal Bs with an arrow are 
not always from fellow biketour companions… We were experimenting with 
screenprinting and continually repairing our bicycles. Vegan meals, compost 
toilets and squatted buildings were new for most people, and the diversity of 
participants meant everyone learn something each day. On top of this, the route 
was planned around mobilisations and struggles for climate justice: in such places 
we were really involved with issues such as coal mining, oil, highway expansion, 
migration & borders, sustainable living and carfree cities.
Inspiring: One of the best aspects of the biketour was the locals we met along the 
way. It was endlessly encouraging to see grassroots campaigns resisting 
destructive and damaging projects, and to meet functioning groups of activists 
working to create the world they want to live in. Within the biketour community, 
there were some amazingly cohesive moments when everyone had been pro-
active. The day we cycled from Belgium into the Netherlands, everyone arrived at 
our host’s very late and completely soaked from the rain, but all eager to share the 
food they’d found that day. Some people had collected berries and edible plants 
growing wild; others had collected fallen apples and pears; potatoes left behind in 
a harvested field; asked for bread at the end of the bakeries’ working day; 
reclaimed the food thrown in the bins by supermarkets; gathered produce at the 
end of a vegie market and the leftovers from a jazz festival. I was impressed by 
our resourcefulness and the collective group thinking. I was also hideously 
shocked at the amount of excess our society produced.
it really changed my thinking:  The biketour radicalised me and motivated me. I 
fully realised that we don’t need to wait for other people to change or do things for 
us. We don’t need to buy things that we want to use; that we can find, grow or 
build them ourselves. We can share our knowledge and experiences, listen actively 
to others and even completely change our society.

   Sign making

●Sign making is something everyone should do – especially
   people in the front or who have a map.

○ Basically, you don’t make a sign if you go straight, if you
follow the main road or a bike trail sign you're following.

       ○ You make a sign when you make a turn, when you change the
surface of a road, or in case of any difficulties.
○ You can also indicate special points of interest like "best ice cream in town"
○ You can use creativity to make a sign. It's normally a big B with an arrow.
○ You can use bricks, roof tiles or rocks to draw arrows on the road but
sometimes you don’t have these or you are on sand... use your imagination!
■ I saw beautiful arrows made 
from branches, leaves, grass, 
stones, flowers & even cardboard 
attached to streetlights.
○ But consider that the point of 
making signs is that they are 
seen by other participants.
○ It's tricky to rely on signs & not 
being able to find any because 
either the cars or the rain wipe 
them out...
● When close to the sleeping 
place, you might want to draw 
more arrows and some arrows 
under streetlights so that people 
who have to cycle in the dark have a bigger chance of seeing them. Sometimes 
more signs are made from more routes to the accommodation.
● In France in 2010, some of us were getting lost because there were already 
„Biketour“ style signs...from some other event, in spray paint! So we adapted by 
using a backwards B with an arrow, or writing BT, or such....

Trailers

● If you think the trailer will be too heavy, you can try to ask the other trailer 
carriers to help you by taking some of your trailer stuff on theirs
● Usually the trailer fits in any bike with quick release, but you can check what 
your special one needs for carrying this very important BT tool! If you chose to 
take the trailer you have to leave early with the food group.
● You have the responsibility to carry the pots and you'll have to carry some 
food in them after you went shopping with the food crew.
● After you arrive at the camp, you will stall the trailer close to the fireplace and 
give the trailer attachment to the people who will need to have it next.
● When you are going to take the trailer next day:
○ You should talk with the breakfast cleanup crew to make sure that they will 
have the pots and other stuff ready so that you can leave at your desired time.
○ Make sure that you don't forget stuff at the camp site, as it will be very difficult 
for nontrailer people to take it.
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Participation guidelines
Each year Ecotopia Biketour aims to create an ecomobile community 
connecting people from all over the world into clumsy, joyful, slow, 
funny, unpredictable, sunny, thoughful group of people.

Because we all have different visions of life and diverse personalities, Biketour 
developed a set of basic values, which helps all of us to create a bit more similar 
expectations from this project. Proposing different ideas and sharing diverse 
insights is always appreciated, but please keep in mind these basic values of the 
Biketour. If you deeply disagree with one or some of the following points, you 
should reconsider your decision to join us.

On Biketour we will not tolerate sexism, racism, fascism, homophobia, 
xenophobia, anti-semitic and any other discriminatory practices. If you uphold any 
kind of these practices, please do not join this tour.

Biketour is a project which promotes sustainable way of life by cycling, doing 
press work, participating in or organising actions. We aim to participate in the 
actions organised by local groups and also plan and implement various actions 
ourselves.

We choose to support local farmers and small shops because 
industrial farming and supermarket chains produce many  

social and environmental problems. If buying food, 
please do so from small shops or directly from local 
farmers. Small is beautiful.

We try to reduce, reuse and recycle. Please reduce 
your waste as much as possible – do not take much 
plastic while shopping, try to buy food without 
wrapping, try not buy canned food. Keep in mind 
while shopping that we want to leave as little as 
possible for future archaeologists ;)

       Biketour is a non-hierarchical community, where
       everyone is responsible for the making the tour a

                                               success. Decisions are made and problems are 
discussed in the morning/evening circle by practising consensus. Many people 
who come to Biketour are not experienced with working this way, so please bear 
in mind that it works best if people concentrate on the discussion and make 
constructive proposals for concrete problems. We try to keep a balance between 
working effectively as a group and respecting everyone's personal preferences and 
freedom. 

Morning

In the morning the Breakfast and Lunch crew has to:
1. Wake up as first
2. Maybe restart the fire for tea,
3. See what things were left over from yesterday's dinner and 
breakfast and decide what you need to buy (People like to eat porridge or 
muesli in the morning. Learn from the list of last breakfast how much milk, 
bread, spread, vegetables and fruit you need to get.)
4. Buy it healthy, local, organic.
5. The crew has to write down how many breads they bought, how many liters 
of milk, how much of everything and add this to the Breakfast and Lunch paper.
6. Make sure the breakfast is in time try to make the breakfast start around 20 
minutes after the wakeup call. other ideas:
● The task of taking care about food is clearly calling for your responsibility.
● When you are ignorant, the whole group will eat unhealthy
● Try to make healthy food that will give us the power to cycle.
● And think about vegans, they need more attention paid to proteins and 
calcium than other people. If you are not sure what to get, ask them.

Call for the morning circle

This is a task, which is necessary when the group doesn't feel the importance 
of circles.
● Ideally, the morning circles will take a bit longer in the beginning from the 
Biketour. When everybody participates from the beginning and tells her or his 
opinion about the discussed issues to work out a common code, there will not 
be so long morning circles and more time to talk about nice things.
● Experience teaches that people who have the nice habit to come to the 
morning circle will automatically start to call for a morning circle. The call works 
the best if you ask the people personally and very friendly, but this can easily 
forgotten when you have to ask the same people, personally everyday.
● The sooner that people get to the circle, the faster it is over. 

Camp clean-up

● Check the ground when you break down your tent, or just pack your things. 
When there is some waste lying in front of your feet,even if it looks like it is 
laying there already for a long time, just make your decision, live the perfect 
example, bend over and pick it up!
● Take a hike to the Biketour recycling site and that’s that.
● The cleanup person gets help from the last people on the camp.
● After the camp is cleaned and the waste is disposed of in a sound way, the 
cleanup person gets to the owner and proudly shows Biketour respect for the 

place, by leaving it cleaner than we found it
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Talking amongst the group and involving everyone seems fairly basic, but not 
everyone has the same interpersonal or language skills, so a bit of patience is 
necessary. Keep an eye (and ear) out for people who might need translation.

Biketour aims to provide opportunities for non-formal education. Here too, 
everyone is encouraged to take an active role into making this aspect of the 
Biketour a success. If you think that you could give workshops on specific topic or 
skills sharing, you are more than welcome to do so – suggest a time & place for 
the skillshare to the group. Try to be open & learn from everyone you meet.

All food in Biketour is vegetarian, and we want to provide vegan and other diet 
options. Meat eaters are welcome, but there will be no meat option during any 
common Biketour meal, even if it dumpster-dived.

Although Biketour participants may not always agree with certain social norms in 
countries which we pass through, participants are asked to conduct 
themselves in a way which will not bring negative 
consequences for the local organisers.

All these ideas aimed to steer our practices here in Europe towards 
ecological and social justice. So come and enjoy! Cycle, discover, 
create, laugh, discuss, play, Share and cuddle! We are all going to 
make this crazy summer experience together. 

f

    How to cook the food

When the dinner crew enters the camp:

1. A spontaneous volunteer has already made a fire.
2. The dinner crew will basically be the first who will produce 
waste, so they are expected to create a waste collection point, 

         somewhere central.
3. More spontaneous volunteers help to chop up vegetables (hint for 
silent people: to volunteer spontaneously is a good way to mix with 
the group, it is highly appreciated within a community) 
4. Cooking (see pages 33-36 for recipes) Try to use the most of every fruit and 
vegetable, including cauliflower and broccoli stalks and greens, potato skins, 
and citrus zest. Especially if it's organic, It’s good quality food, so don’t waste it!
5. Done! The dinner crew shouts “food” and finds out if someone is missing we
have to save food for everybody who isn't there yet.
6. Explanation of how much from each pot you get
7. Serving!
8. The dinner crew writes down how many kilos or pieces of whatever was 
needed to feed what number of people and if it was enough.

After dinner

When everybody ate (in a circle where everybody is able to sit in and is on the 
same distance from the fire):
1. The dinner cleanup team will, as its name says, clean everything used for 
dinner.
2. They will also inform the breakfast and lunch people about the leftovers – as 
they have to find a way to deal with that the next morning. We don’t like to 
throw things away, especially not food! Often you get tasteful bread spread if 
you throw all old food together and mash it. You can optimize the taste of the 
spread with a bit of salt. The making of the spread can be best done in the
evening already so more people can help with making it tasteful.
3. Then the breakfast and lunch people get the trailers  and the trailer 
attachments to lock them to their bikes, if they are needed in the early morning.

Blogging and Twitter

The biketour has a website on which we want to publish as much as possible a 
little daily report – and a bit more when we make an action. Although we won't 
meet Internet every day, we will hopefully have a small computer with us on 
which you can prepare a paragraph or more for the website, along with some 
photos. Once we arrive in a town where we can connect to the internet, we can 
publish our diary and photos which the blogger prepared. 
Quicker and easier than that, we can daily update our Twitter by an SMS, to 
ease the minds of our folks at home, give news to the people who will be 
joining the tour and to get others interested in the project. The twitter updates 
go directly into the website as well, and even small news like what we're 
making for dinner around a campfire, and what little town we're near can be 
great! This can be an activity that is shared around.

A Biketour circle with an audience of kids in Albania, 2009



  

What is Consensus?

Consensus is a decision making process designed to 
         bring together the views of all the members of the group. 

Consensus does not require everyone to agree on everything, it does
require a common goal of the group and willingness to work on problems 
together. Consensus works if the group can work openly and creatively with 
concerns of individuals about proposals. The group reshapes proposals until 
everyone is comfortable with them. Consensus is based on the philosophy that 
the process of making decisions is key part of the decision. Good process 
means that people's concerns are taken into the decision, that the process 
empowers people and that everyone has an opportunity to shape the decision. 
Consensus is a flexible process, you should feel more than free to build new 
decision tools, modify the steps, add or change the roles as best fits the needs 
of your groups.

Why Consensus?

Perhaps the strongest argument for the need for a "new" decision-making 
method is the world around us which has been created by the "old" methods. In 
a world governed by consensus, nuclear weapons, the genocide and 
mistreatment of indigenous people, the attack on the environment and the 
madness of war would be impossible – they would be blocked by you and me 
and millions of others. Consensus grew out of a critique of the existing decision 
methods which tend to hold power in the hands of a few and make decisions 
based often on corrupted values. Consensus attempts to give the maximum 
power to the individual while giving us the possibility to include as much of our 
shared experience, knowledge and wisdom in our decisions as possible. The 
need for consensus is based upon the experience that every decision based 
on simplifications of truth (using models) bares the danger of missing important 
points. More opinions and input make a better picture. Combining input from 
more people also optimizes synergetic effects. Consensus models give a 
larger opportunity to motivate people to become involved in things they are part 
of than other decision models.

Facilitator and other roles

Meetings which work by consensus do not 
have a leader but do usually have a facilitator. This is 
someone who -with consent of the group- 
helps structuring the meeting. The 
facilitator's main tasks are to make sure 
everyone speaks in turn and to make the 
group aware of the time limits.
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● You start off and have a normal cycling day with all the same 
fun and breaks, but you left early for a big food adventure:

● You might find locals selling home made products along the 
way. It is VERY OK to support these small businesses (they 
suffer a lot from the big corporations). So please do so if we 
have the money to spend.

● Foraging for food: you can look for wild fruit trees, berries, herbs for tea, plants 
for salad, wild mushrooms, don’t hesitate to stop for a while, eat some and then 
collect a whole lot for the group so we don’t have to buy it. Orchards often only 
harvest their trees once, to be economic, but this leaves earlier or later ripening 
apples etc. to fall to the ground and rot, so non-wild fruit trees can be good too.

● Organic stores and farmers: they are often friendly and helpful. There might 
also be 'pesticide-free' farmers who might not have organic certification. If you 
think it is appropriate to ask for food donation: wait till a moment when there are 
no or not so many customers in the store and then go in and introduce yourself, 
tell our story about who we are and what we stand for and hope for the best, 
practice a song, or maybe even put up a small theatre play in case you don’t 
speak the language that fluently:) (Talk about strategies with your group)

● It is also a good idea for the Breakfast and Lunch crew to search bakeries and 
try to secure some (free) bread for tomorrow in the same way as described 
above. Late afternoon or close to closing time often works very well.

●  Containers/bins/skips from shops (this is nothing strange or new, it is called 
dumpster diving): they are often filled with stuff that is still perfectly useful, only 
the consumer society brainwashed most of us and now we think that a small 
spot on an apple is going to kill us. Find them somewhere around the shops, 
they might be hidden away behind a fence or even locked. If you can get to the 
bins, just give it your best try (one person might want to check out if there is 
something to get) If somebody tells you to go away or the containers are locked, 
ask for the chief & do your Biketour thing....

●  Last year a few of us came cycled through the end part of a festival, so we 
asked if they had any left overs – and voilà! The person we asked without 
hesitation gave us a handful of food-coupons. Rolls and salad for the biketour.

Now the dinner crew has to decide if they have enough food, if they want to 
search for more free food or if they want to buy the remaining food. If you then 
make a shopping list, stick to it! It’s the little snack foods and extra items that 
bump up our food budget. Don’t buy convenience food, it’s much more 
expensive than making things from raw ingredients. (page 20 for more food info)

● If you find more ways to get food for free (maybe it is better to not steal food 
for 50 people) please share them on the Biketour and write a paragraph about it.

● The breakfast and lunch crew can also collect food during the day, or could 
establish some good contacts in town to cycle to in the morning. (You can offer 
friendly people to come and have a look at our camp).



  

The facilitator should also keep an eye on the structure of 
the meeting and so is more likely to introduce different 
techniques or to summarize the current state of the 
discussion, although anyone can do this. Apart from the 
facilitator, other specific roles will be the note taker (who 
should take note of the decisions reached), the time keeper (who keeps score 
of the time based on the amount of time set up for each item at start of the 
meeting) and a vibes watcher (sometimes it is important to watch out for 
people getting upset/tired/stressed or who are unhappy with the decision but 
don't feel able to say why). It is better if the facilitator and vibes watcher are not 
part in the content of the meeting themselves (if possible).

Structure of a Consensus Meeting

The meeting starts with the facilitator, time keeper, note taker and vibes 
watcher being appointed, followed by the agenda and time limits being agreed 
by the meeting. The facilitator will also make any necessary practical 
announcements at this stage. The topics on the agenda are then discussed. 
Each discussion continues until everyone agrees -if someone blocks a decision 
then the discussion must re-start on the basis of those objections. Everyone 
has the right to block a decision they really can't live with, although this is rare. 
People also have the option to stand aside ("I'm not doing it but I won't stop 
you"), but in most cases true consensus can be reached. During the morning
circles working groups can be formed to further discuss a specific idea or 
problem later on during the day, and report back to the morning circle the next 
day.

How to make consensus effective

The two golden rules are to be constructive (it's not valid just to disagree or 
block, explain your reasons, offer your alternatives or commitments) and to 
wait until it's your turn to speak. Other things that may help are:
• Listen - Make sure you understand what is being discussed, especially if you 
need a translation. Try to get all information about a point before you support or 
criticize it.
• Explain - Make sure people understand your position and your proposals, 
especially if you are being translated.
• Be as brief as you can.
• Be flexible, Be patient. - Contradictions in the decision-making process are 
O.K.
• Do not feel isolated - We are all here with the same motivation.
• Support the facilitator if the meeting starts to get out of control.
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      Things to do   
    We are the Biketour, and the Biketour is us! To try to 
   accommodate that everything runs smoothly, there are things 
 to do which need people doing them every day. Below is a list 

          with thoughts and ideas about them. But feel free to come up 
with a better ways of making things happen. After all, everybody wants to eat, 
sleep, have a route, take a shower, use the toilet, etcetera. In the notes which 
follow there is a lot of talk about “teams” etc. But don't let that be an argument 
for you not to help out when it is useful.

Breakfast and lunch cleanup

After breakfast, this crew doesn’t necessarily clean up immediately, because 
perhaps the lunch to be made soon after – but you can already start by putting 
the lids on any jars to prevent the insects from coming. You will also clean any 
of the spilled jam, etc and can already clean empty packages. After the lunch is 
prepared, you can clean everything used for breakfast and lunch: any tables, 
ground/floor, Biketour cutlery, pots used for tea and porridge (when empty). 
Help pack things into the trailers so that the trailer people can leave early with 
the dinner crew. Clean all the jars and separate all possible waste at rubbish 
collection points – it is your task to dispose the garbage in a sound way. 

Dinner cleanup

When everybody has eaten:
● The dinner cleanup team will clean everything used for dinner.
● REUSE AND RECYCLE TO THE MAX!

Preparing breakfast and lunch or dinner

These tasks are carried out in a small groups and needs some preparation.
There are a few things that seem to be hidden rules to a successful Biketour 
food preparation. Firstly, take your responsibility seriously. If you have 
promised to do something, do it. There could be 30 people's humour and 
friendliness towards you depending on this...

Getting food

● The best is to leave early with a group: all food people together and the 
trailer people. You really need trailer people to carry your food, so you could 
make an appointment to meet up but this often results in a lot of waiting so it is 
much better to ride together. You could also combine carrying the trailer & 
cooking tasks.

● You see on the map in what place we will stay that evening and try to predict 
where you can find stores, farmers and forests to get food on the way. Think 
carefully about opening times. Don't assume you can get to the sleeping place 
and then buy food, this will result in either a very late dinner or no dinner at all.



  

Hand Signals

For the whole group to come to a decision requires a lot of communication, but 
not all communication requires words. These hand signals have been 
developed so we can express these key ideas without interrupting the speaker.

ONE RAISED OPEN HAND
Just like in school, this means "I have a question/comment." 
You should keep your hand up until the facilitator sees it and 
recognizes you. When many people raise their hands, the 
facilitator will make a list and call on people in order.

BOTH BANDS ROLLING
It is clear what you want to say, for me you don't have to 
continue with this point. This indicates to the speaker, that it is 
clear what she/he said and that she/he can stop talking further. 
This sign is developed to help the speaker: not to criticize what 
she/he says. Also the facilitator can react, when a lot of people 
use this sign, by stopping the speaker.

TWO HANDS IN A "T"
This means "I have a technical remark [process suggestion]". 
Use this sign when you have an idea how the group can come 
to a decision through some other tool or method (like using a 
straw poll or breaking into groups to solve different parts of the 
problem). Usually, a facilitator will call on this sign before 
others, because a good process suggestion can save a lot of 
talk. Be sure NOT to use this sign when you are going to talk 
about the issue directly (then use one raised open hand).

BOTH HANDS "FANNING" DOWN

This means "Slow down, you're talking too fast". Especially 
good to use with native English speakers who have forgotten 
not everyone was born that way.

FINGERS WRIGGLING IN FRONT OF THE FACE
This means "I'm confused". The speaker should try to use 
other words and explain simply and shortly what he or she is 
trying to say.
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Cycling tips
1 Have top control skills.... become expert at riding one-handed: practice a 
figure of 8, practicing with each hand. It can be hard at first.
2 Use your gears efficiently to prolong their life, and that of your knees, to allow 
you to zip away from stationary positions and get up hills easier.
3 Adjust your bike so that it fits you well: slight bend in leg when pedal at 
longest extension, brake levers in a position so your hands rest comfortably on 
them (be kind to your wrists!). If you choose to wear a helmet make sure it is 
fitted correctly (In Italy, FIAB and the Federazione Italiana Amici della Bicicletta 
managed to block a proposed law to introduce mandatory wearing of helmets).
4 See, be seen, communicate! In traffic, ride in a good visible position (at least a 
car door distance from parked cars), don't weave into gaps (you disappear), and 
get good eye contact with other road users (it humanises them and you know if 
they have seen you). At junctions, either make sure you can get to the front of the 
traffic and be visible, or remain in your place in the queue – in the centre of the 
lane.
5 Look out for the biketour signs on the road – and draw biketour signs on the 
road yourself! These are really helpful and happy-making for anyone behind you.
6 Before turning, look, signal (if there is someone to signal to) and look again 
in the direction that you are turning to see that your signal has been accepted. Give 
yourself plenty of time to do all this.
7 Get into the habit of overtaking traffic on the left-hand-side, like any other 
vehicle would. It is just as fast and you'll avoid being cut up by right turning 
vehicles. This is one of the most common causes of serious accidents, as drivers 
are not always in the habit of using their right mirror, and larger vehicles such as 
lorries have a substantial blind spot.
8 In wet weather person-hole covers (a.k.a. Man-hole covers pre political 
correctness!) and drains become very slippery. Avoid turning on them and if you 
do ride over them do so confidently and in a straight line.
9 The most common response of motorists after an accident is 'I didn't see you'. 
To combat this think of wearing a high-vis jacket or such, having working lights at 
night – flashing mode doubles battery life (rechargeable batteries, of course). But 
remember it is the position that you ride in the road which is the main element of 
being seen (see 4)

10 Carry a bicycle pump and keep tyres pumped nice and hard (less punctures, 
more energy efficient, faster, steering more responsive, tyres last longer), don't 
forget the trailers have tyres too, check your brakes, use a bell, and listen to your 
bike – strange noises usually indicate a problem!

Adapted from Bicyclogy – a cycling activist group in the UK.
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HANDS UP WAVING

This is the symbol for "I agree" or "sounds 
like a good idea". It's a way to agree without 
speaking, which means things don't need to be 

repeated. It is a positive silent expression. 
It can be useful when someone comes up with a good 
idea and when the facilitator sees everyone waving - 
they know we are near consensus. When the 

facilitator tests for consensus and only sees waving hands, we 
may have a decision. 

ONE RAISED FIST

The symbol of protest, it means "No! Stop! I block this idea." If 
a proposal is presented and the facilitator asks for comments, 
the raised fists will get first attention- There is no consensus 
without everyone's agreement and these strongest objections 
should be heard first. This symbol can also be used when you 
have very strong negative feelings about what the speaker is 
saying. However, you need to be most careful about this sign. 
Before you block, be sure you understand what is being said, 
for the entire group's attention will focus on you once you raise 
your fist. If several fists go up at once, time
can be saved by stopping a bad idea before it is explained in 
detail.

            Seeds for Change a grassroots UK 
                 group have written a lot of fantastic little 
         guides and briefings to help activist groups

             organise themselves without leaders. All their 
documents are @nti-copyright: this means 
you are free to copy, adapt and distribute 
them all as long as the final work 
remains @nti-copyright. We give two 
thumbs up to the resources on their 
website: 
www.seedsforchange.org.uk
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The Wheel
This is a letter from Jan, several years ago. It might be good to talk about this on 
the Biketour in Italy, as the project is in need of a bit more help & co-ordination.

Hi all,

I was happily working on an organic farm in France when the news of a biketour 
meeting reached me, and somehow I decided to go. Why? I didn’t join biketour 
this year, and I’m probably not going to join the next year, I’m not participating in 
organising, actually I’m just a lazy bastard and I call it ‘having other priorities’. 
But still, there is something that sticks me to biketour: the wonderful memories, 
the wonderful people, the wonderful spirit of wanting to do something positive in 

this world, even though sometimes it seems  
   to be covered by frustrations when I read 
     the mails on the list. But somehow I still 
       feel responsible about biketour as if it
         were my little child.

         SO, for all lazy bastards like me, who 
          don’t really want to organise the 
         whole thing, but still have a biketour 
        feeling in their hearts (is this story 
       getting too cheesy?) in our meeting in 
     Vienna we decided to start.. 

THE BIKETOUR WHEEL.

What is the function of the wheel?

    * it is a way to keep in touch with each other and exchange crazy ideas, gossips, 
and wild plans

    * to keep discussions about biketour alive, and to prevent frustration about 
emails on the list that nobody responds to

    * to keep track a bit if the organisation is going well, and if they need help
    * to assist organisers by giving them wise advices, out of our long experience... 

What are the responsibilities of the spokepersons in the wheel?

    * to participate in a skype meeting about twice a month
    * to respond to emails on the list
    * hey, that’s all. 

The wheel is really meant to be like an advisory board. It can be consulted, but the 
people who are organising are the ones who decide. And of course it is open for 
everybody to join the wheel. So hereby I’d like to invite you all to become a spoke 
in the wheel! 

Sunstroke
Sunstroke (heatstroke) is an acute, life-threatening condition in which the body's 
heat-regulating system fails, due to prolonged exposure to high temperatures, 
excessive production of heat or commonly a combination of the two. The body 
is unable to lose heat adequately in order to return to its normal temperature. 
Body temperature rises to very high levels, which can damage major organs. 
Sunstroke can also be preceded by heat exhaustion, when excess loss of fluids 
and salt in sweat results in marked weakness. Symptoms of sunstroke include 
elevated body temperature; hot, dry skin; hyperventilation; mental 
confusion; and eventual unconsciousness.

How to get rid of sunstroke
First treatment is to lower the body temperature rapidly in a controlled fashion.
1. Get out of the sun! 
2. Remove the person's clothing and immerse the body in a cold water bath. If 
this is not possible, cover the body with a wet sheet or towels, sponge down the 
body with cool wateror rub the limbs with ice-cubes. If your water supply is 
limited, cooling the head and neck becomes the priority. Place ice packs (if 
available) at the neck, armpits and groin. Fan the person with a newspaper, 
towel or electric fan to increase air flow and evaporation.
3. Remove any extra clothing like a hat or shoes and socks to aid in the 
cooling process. 
4. Lie down and put a cool, damp cloth over your forehead. Raise your feet a 
few inches to avoid potential shock. 
5. Elevate the feet to direct blood back toward the head.
6. Massage the extremities (arms and legs) to encourage the return of cool blood 
to the brain and the core of the body.
7. If the person is conscious, encourage him or her to sip water or a soft drink. If 
the mental state is impaired, it may be impossible to get the person to drink. 
Continue with external cooling in the hope that the person will recover 
sufficiently to begin drinking.
8. While cooling the body down, take the person's temperature every 10 minutes 
and do not allow it to fall below 38.5°C. Only immerse the person in a cold bath 
until their temperature falls to 39.4°C. If you don't have a thermometer, continue 
with first aid until the body feels cool to the touch. Resume cooling if the body 
starts to heat up again.
9. If flu-like symptoms persist, go see the doctor immediately. 

When to call the doctor
Sunstroke is a medical emergency. Seek immediate medical help if you or 
someone else develops any of the following heat-related symptoms:
1. Confusion 2. Extreme fatigue 3. Agitation
4. Intense muscle aches, feverishness or nausea
5. Convulsions or loss of consciousness
Sunstroke can be prevented: drink plenty of water & avoid overtaxing the 
body in hot weather and while exercising (See tips on the opposite page)
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First aid kit    
We don't want to replace your doctor/pharmacist, but just be sure you are aware 
about the health necessities you could have during the Ecotopia biketour 2011. If 
you have any specific health problem (like an allergy) be sure to have with you the 
drugs/remedies you might need. 
 

A basic first aid kit includes: * Painkiller – analgesic * disinfectant
 

* Laxative *fever reducer * Mosquito repellent
 * Anti-inflammatory painkillers *anti-diarrhea tablets * Roller bandage 
* Oral rehydration salts *Antihistamine *medicated plaster
* Non-mercury thermometor * Throat disinfectant *Digestive

Natural Remedies
Aloe vera gel - used for a wide variety of skin problems, including burns, 
sunburns, itching, and dry skin; used as a substitute for triple-antibiotic gel to keep 
a wound moist and prevent bandages from sticking 
Lavender essential oil : good for mosquitos, horsefly, spiders bite. Burns, 
jellyfish irritation.
Tea tree oil : excellent antibacterial, antifungal, deodorant. 
Grapefruit seed extracts : natural antibiotic, excellent antibacterial, antifungal, 
antiseptic. Good for external/internal use, based on the kind of formulation.
Propolis nux vomica/mother tincture (?) - natural antibiotic, good for fever, sore 
throat, wounds
Sage nux vomica – good to prevent excess sudoration
Arnica salve  : optimum in case of contraction of a muscle, bruise, contusion.
Eye drops eufrasia/eyebright  – analgesic, disinfectant. 
Charcoal (carbone vegetale – good in case of diarrhea, stomach problems.
For mosquito bites : to prevent : neem oil, after the bite : lavander oil
bicarbonate : disinfectant for skins, fruits and all surfaces. Natural deodorant too!

Tips
1. Drink water before you even get thirsty and drink more than you need to satisfy 
your thirst - particularly if you've been sweating. You can integrate the salt lost 
through sweating by putting some kitchen salt and lemon in the water.
2. Rest during the hottest part of the day, and go in the shade when you need to.
3. Eat lots of fruits/vegetables : bananas, nuts, cacao, legumes, cereals, potatoes, 
vegetables, fibre to integrate Mg , K , vitamines and proteins you need to cycle.
4. Wash your hands thoroughly before cooking or washing up
5. Be sure to have an helmet, cap or hat to be protected from the sun
6. Wear light-coloured, loose-fitting, breathable lightweight clothing in hot 
weather. Cotton is best, as it allows air to pass through and sweat to evaporate.
7. Eat light, small meals, and limit alcohol intake in hot weather. Avoid alcohol 
before, during, and immediately after exercise. Alcohol causes you to lose more 
fluid than you consume.

 20I1 Biketour ParticipAnts
This is a very rough guide to when people are joining & if they need space in a tent. It's 
based on the registration forms – no doubt some people won't make it & others will join 
who didn't register. People sometimes join us when they meet us on the road too!

Name From Arriving Leaving Need a tent?

Hélène France 27th July 31st August

Mirta Italy 27th July 31st August Yes

Seb UK 27th July 31st August Yes

Yarden Israel 27th July 31st August

Sarah UK 27th July 22nd August

Ivana Croatia 27th July 15th August

Maxime France 27th July 12th August

Milan Serbia 27th July 16th August

Sunčana Croatia 27th July 14th August

Erzsebet Hungary 27th July 5th August

Ellen Germany 28th July 21st August Yes

Valentina Italy 28th July 18th August

Justin Hungary 29th July 20th August

Monika Poland 29th July 31st August

Danijela Croatia 30th July 13th August

Massimo Italy 30th July 31st July

Hugues France 30th July 26th August

Sandra Croatia 31st July 13th August

Molly America 1st August 31st August

Eli America 1st August 31st August

Olivia UK 1st August 15th August

Leire Basque 3rd August 26th August

Eider Basque 3rd August 26th August

Eugen Moldova 6th August 30th August

Daniela Italy 7th August 22nd August

Francesco Italy 7th August 22nd August

Marin Croatia 8th August 20th August

Alice UK 9th August 23rd August

Marin Croatia 14th August 27th August

Ivana Croatia 15th August 31st August

Estelle France 21st August 31st August Yes

Cheers South Korea 28th August 31st August Yes
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To add insult to injury, cow farts send up lots of methane – 
a gas 21 times more effective at global warming than 
C02. Bovine bottom burps are the main source 
of human-induced 
methane 
emissions.
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Critical mass finishing with a people's kitchen, games and closing McDonald's for the afternoon 
Le Havre, France, 2010 

The route 20l1 
You'll find here the rough route  several amazing volunteers have been planning, 
but as you know the Biketour is not an all easy packed and programmed holiday 
trip. Not everyday is planned, so this year the participants have a chance to shape 
the project a lot. We haven't had someone ride the route ahead of time, so it really 
will be an adventure full of surprises created day by day by us as a group. Let's be 
flexible and spontaneous! The following route is simply a guide, including the 
contact details of planned sleeping places: hopefully it will be useful!

 TOScAna   
 25th - 28th July – Firenze (Florence) Biketour participants arriving..
 Wednesday 27th July - Firenze (Florence)
First Biketour meeting point at 17:00 in La Piazza della Santissima Annunziata
 Sleeping at Casa del Vento, via stracchiano 25, Sieci – about 12km east of 
Firenze, it's a bit hard to find by yourself the first time!
Thursday  28th July - Firenze (Florence)
 Meeting point again  17:00 in la Piazza della Santissima Anunziata
18:30 Firenze Critical Mass starts, and the biketour is cycling! The theme is 
gavettone: summertime! Sleeping probably at Casa del Vento in Sieci (see above)
Friday  29th July 60 km ride to San Quintino (PI) –  near San Miniato.
 Sleeping at  Enea's farm. Phone +39 330257553
Directions: 50 meters from the Via Francigena stretch in San Miniato - Gambassi 
Terme near Campriano. The way is Via Campriano, access to the land is 
recognized by two brick columns with no gate. Coord. 43 ° 38 '40N, 10 ° 53 '30E
Saturday 30th July 65 km ride to Avane, Vecchiano – just north of Pisa.
Sleeping at Giacomo's farm, viale casapieri 45, Avane. Phone +39 3342437506 or 
+39 50868583 It's a 6 hectare farm in the hills dedicated to olive cultivation and 
free range chickens. Please be careful about the risk of fires.
Sunday 31th of July 60km ride to Castellina Marittima. 
 Sleeping at Aziendra Agricola della Macchie, Via Aia Vecchia N 6, 656040, 
Castellina Marittima. Phone: +39 349 5508509  There are 10 has of which 6.5 are 
vines, 1 olive grove and 1.5 sowable land. We have two goats, Leonardo & 
Matilde, two young daft horses which we hope to use to work the land, chickens 
and a small vegetable garden which needs daily attention. We cultivate using 
biodynamic principles.
Monday 1st August Day at Castellina Marittima
Tuesday 2nd August 42 km ride to Pomarance
Sleeping at Podere Santa Bianca, Podere Santa 
Bianca 45, Pomarance, 56045
Phone: +39 335 7870549 www.santa-bianca.it 
Certified organic farm in the hills in Pomerance, 
agrotourism with a fruit orchard and olive grove.

Adapted 
    from 
 Bicycology

  While Bob 
              and the gang 
          were strumming 
      against famine for 
       Live Aid in '84,  
Ethiopia was exporting 

              food crops to supply the 
    European animal feed market. 
In 1990 just over 10% of global 

              grain was for animal feed. By the 
            late '90s it was 45% an increasing..

             An area of Brazilian rainforest the 
         size of Wales is bulldozed every year 
         to make way for the soya plantations      

                                     that feed Europe's chickens and cows. 
      The crops are increasingly genetically 
     engineered varieties- animal feed is the 
       anonymous backdoor sustaining the 
      biotech industry.

     A solution is slightly complicated. For 
centuries sustainable agriculture in Europe has been     

         based on animal poo. There are vegetable fertilizers, but
these haven't been tried yet on a large scale. Any transition could take a while to 

implement, but wouldn't be unprecendented: in Japan for example they dealt with 
their own shit, literally. 'Nightsoil' was collected from people's homes to make compost.

http://www.santa-bianca.it/


  

Food subsidies given out by the government aren't distributed evenly amongst 
farmers or amongst different sectors. The EU's annual 50 billion euros set 
aside for its farming policy (Common Agricultural Policy - CAP) goes 
mostly to a small number of industrial scale agriculture. This means 
that small organic farms don't get this help. This massive amount of 
money is enough to distort the agricultural economy – it's why fast 
food can be so cheap, and yet ingredients for a healthy pesticide
-free salad cost so much more! The subsidies are also mostly 
given to those who produce animal products, hiding their true cost.

In 2013, the CAP will undergo major reforms which will influence 
the way our food is produced, how the European landscape is 
shaped and the way our food is distributed on a global scale. In 
ther words, they will determine the future of our food. This does not 
make the CAP an issue solely for politicians and farmers, but for us too.

Industrial farming is pretty nasty and it's not something we 
need more of. It means even if you're vegetarian you're still 
responsible for bad stuff happeing to fluffy things: Cows are 
made pregnant every year to ensure the milk supply. Their 
calves are taken away from them at one day old, and the 
males are disposed of. Females are exhausted by the high 
outputs extracted from them, 
and killed at 5 years old. 
Their normal life span 
would be 25 years.
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Wednesday 3rd August 52 km ride to Castagneto Carducci. 
Sleeping at Bridget's farm, via Casavecchia 109, 
Castagneto Carducci, 57022 LI. Phone: +39 565 765001
Family-run farm of 3 hectares in the hills near the sea in Castagneto Carducci. 
Bridget (co-ordinator for WWOOF) and her children Ester and Remo run the farm 
with help from friends and WWOOFers. We have chickens, cats and 2 dogs. Our 
aim is to provide as much of our own organic produce (i.e. olive oil, eggs, fruit, 
nuts and vegetables) as possible, and sell the excess which is generally only oil 
and eggs. We have a reed-bed system to recycle our water and hope to install 
photovoltaic solar panels this year. Need help for jobs in vegetable garden, fruit 
orchard, olive grove and various other jobs.
Thursday 4th of August: Day at Castagneto Carducci
These next 4 nights we don't have sleeping places planned in advance. All 
the dates in italics are in the same situation – we need to discuss as a group 
about how we are going to find sleeping places along the route.

Friday 5th August - Saturday 6th August 80 km ride to: Grosseto. 
Sun 7thAugust 48 km ride to Orbotello 
Mon 8th August 55 km ride to Tarquinia

LAZIO                   
Tues 9th August - Wed 10th August
70 km ride to Lago di Bracciano - 
Lago di Martignano (Natural Reserve). 
The reserve has free camping. 
http://www.parcobracciano.it
Thursday 11th August 
47 km ride to Agricoltura Nuova.
 Sleeping at Donato's 
farm, via Valle di Perna 315, Roma. Phone: +39 6 50 70 453
The cooperative was established in 1977 on the initiative of a group of 
unemployed youth and landless peasants with two main objectives: creating 
employment in agriculture, and preventing building on a large area of high 
environmental value through the occupation of the area. The battle to save the Tre 
Decime from the cement has won the return in the agricultural area through the 
insertion variant of "protection" and the perimeter of the Decima Malafede 
Regional Park (about 6,000 hectares). The Cooperative has been in concession in 
1996 on arable land, passing a squatting almost twenty years.
Fri 12th, Sat 13th,

Sun 14th August: 
Days at Agricoltura 
Nuova 

Monday 15th, Tuesday 16th and Wednesday 17th August: Donato from Agricultura 
Nuova has some suggestions on where to stay these nights, perhaps on the coast. 
We need to decide if we want to go down the coast, or inland.
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AbruzZo  MoliSe    –
Thurs 18th & Friday 19thAugust 
50 km ride to Villetta Barrea (a Natural Reserve) 
Maybe we can't sleep in the parks so we 
need to discuss where we could go.
Saturday 20th August 
40 km ride to Castelnuovo 
(a Natural Reserve)
Sunday 21st August 40 km ride to Carovilli
Monday 22nd August
50 km ride to Campobasso where we'll 
meet the local FIAB group.
Tuesday 23th August 30 km ride to Morcone. 

CampaniA        
Wednesday 24th August 41 km ride to Sant'Agata dei Goti. 
Sleeping at ruCasa 1130 Community Project, contrada corvi 25, Sant'Agat dei Goti. 
House phone +39 823957212. RuCASA1130 is community project based on the 
principles of solidarity and self management. It is a community which believes in 
harmony, and encourages personal and communal growth. For some time we have 
had a vegetable garden to produce for ourselves and for other groups and people who 
are interested in the environment. This year we have a vegetable garden which 
produces enough for 10/15 families whilst reducing our environmental foot print. We 
have a small chicken run and produce eggs, every chicken has 3m2 of space, at the 
moment we buy their food from the market but we want to experiment with growing 
their food ourselves. We also have a beehive. We are aiming for self sufficiency and 
the sharing of private space. RuCASA 11,30 is a physical place but also a virtual 
space and there are people who live here all the time and others who stay for shorter 

     periods, or even only for dinner
Thursday 25th of August: Day in Sant'Agat dei 
Goti.
Friday 26th of August: 40km ride to Parco 
regionale del Partenio
Saturday 27th and 28th of August: 50km ride to 
Salerno, Pontecagnano. Rest day there ? Visit of 
the Eco-Archeologico Park and Gardigno di 
Minerva.

     Sun 29th August: 40km ride to Paestum. We're in 
contact with the local activist group of Legambiente.
Mon 30th August: 42 km ride to Pioppi: visit of the Museum of Mediterrenean Diet 
Tuesday 31st August 20km ride to our final destination: 
PARCO NAZIONALE DEL CILENTO E VALLO DI DAINO !
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